Ryan
Courtier
Ryan Courtier is a collage artist who is
based out of Suffolk, England. His work is
often cut images found within gardening
magazines that Courtier reworks, reuses,
and recontextualizes to create incredible
landscape scenes, portraits, and abstract
work. Courtier says that he “makes
abstract representation of real-life images
and conceptual art.”
Ryan Courtier is no stranger to
collage and has been working with it as

as a form of art for
over ten years now.
He says that he loves
working with collage
and being able to
continue to push the
limit of what he can create through the recontextualization of imagery. Courtier says that
he pulls collage pieces from magazines, books,
older paper, etc. and that he often creates work
based on his passion for the environment. He
believes that “The secret to inner happiness
is time spent in nature, living it, breathing in
nature, rolling in long grass, smelling the trees
and staring up at the sky. I want to proclaim
these feelings that I experience through the
visuals I choose to show in my art. Nature is
the only thing in life we can all rely on being a
devoted truth… without nature every truth is
distorted, it is the very earth we live on”.
Ryan is currently working in collaborations with other artists which includes a
piece with a jazz artist that is based on sound,
color, and the theory of emotions often being
related or corresponding to specific colors.
We are specifically anticipating a piece that
he has been working on, which examines the
notion of the environment reclaiming itself
in a COVID environment. Courtier says that
COVID has taught him that we need to act
now when it comes to our interaction with the
environment and he plans to use his art and
his passion to be able to discuss and illustrate
that. We cannot wait to see what Ryan
has in store for us.

Ryan’s work can be
found on his
instgram,
@ryancourtier_artist
and website
ryancourtierartist.com

